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Ethical Values and the Integrity of the
Climate Change Regime
Adaptation to Climate Change in
Southern Africa
The re-emergence of China as an economic
superpower during its systemic transition is an
astonishing phenomenon. China and Post-Socialist
Development is the first comprehensive attempt to
frame China’s advancements within the context of the
East Asian developmental miracle, against the
background of post-socialist transformation, asking
how has it happened and where does China go from
here? In this book the author argues that as China
transits from central planning to market, it tries to
imitate the institutions and policies of Japan and
South Korea during their high growth periods of the
second half of the twentieth century. China’s
approach – broadly in opposition to the neo-liberal
doctrine – has brought impressive results, leading the
author to make important predictions about the
future. This book is for everybody who is interested in
China, development and post-socialist transformation.
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An Introduction to Changing India
The book examines the issues of sustainability in
general. It addresses various socioeconomic
determinants of ecological footprints in different
world’s nations, regions, and cultures. Major
socioeconomic determinants of ecological footprints
are fleshed out using Comparative Model Analysis and
rigorous Multiple Regression Analysis. The study
exposes the inequitable distribution of the world’s
ecological footprints and also heightens the concern
about ecological imbalances and overshoots. It
explains how sustainable development can be
promoted and achieved in regional, national, and
local jurisdictions. The study provides information that
will likely help various governments and policymakers determine if a given nation, region, or culture
is on a sustainable path. It helps government leaders,
planners, policy-makers, and even students of
sustainability make a difference in mitigating the
effects of various environmental stressors. If this book
makes people and policy-makers in different
countries, regions, and cultures think globally but act
locally, then the objectives are well-served.

Justice, Sustainability, and Security
This book explores issues related to poverty in South
Asia in a two-pronged manner-by focusing on injustice
created and perpetuated by the unjust nature of a
social order as its source and then providing concrete
suggestions about how policymakers may move to
challenge these injustices. Drawing research inputs
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South Asian countries, the
book redefines poverty as a process where certain
sections of the society are excluded from equal
participation in development opportunities as well as
decision-making. It further identifies a variety of
operational ideas for policymakers, political activists
and civil society advocacy groups committed to build
a more just and poverty free society in South Asia

The Political Economy of Caribbean
Development
Justice, Sustainability, and Security not only enhances
our knowledge of these issues, but it teases out our
moral dimensions and offer prescriptions for how
governments and global actors might craft their
policies to better consider their effects on the global
human condition.

The Developing Person Through
Childhood and Adolescence
Illustrates the indicators affecting international
politics, economics, and society using maps and
graphics.

Wealth and Welfare States
Adverse climate impacts are already evident across
Southern Africa and pose a serious threat to the
development prospects of the region's societies.
Sustainable development in this region will depend on
the rapid development and implementation of
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the new socioeconomic and political boundaries to
development that result from ongoing climate change
in Southern Africa. The collected papers explore the
region's potential for a transition to development
strategies that combine meaningful socioeconomic
investment and adaptation measures while also
improving livelihoods in the region. The chapters are
backed up by detailed case studies which underscore
the urgent need for national governments and
multilateral agencies to develop strategies to support
Southern Africa's societies in adapting to climate
change.

An Introduction to the Human
Development and Capability Approach
Global Environmental Issues, second edition builds on
the popularity of the first edition, viewing global
environmental problems as complex issues with a
network of causes, influenced by a range of actors
with differing priorities. The book recognises that
science underpins much of what happens in society
and therefore it is important to be able to interpret
the environmental and social consequences of
scientific developments. In addition to discussing the
main biophysical causes, the book illustrates how
socio-economic and political factors determine why
and how people use land, resources and technology,
and how this in turn affects natural resource
management. This edition includes new chapters on
the politics of science, International environmental
regulation and treaties, environmental issues in a
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Global Environmental Issues, second edition is
essential reading for upper level undergraduates and
Masters students within departments of
Environmental Science and Geography. Includes case
studies from around the world to provide a real life
context for the issues tackled in each chapter
Considers both the results of human actions and
natural environmental change in order to provide
balanced, in-depth debate Includes coverage of
contemporary 'hot topics' such as biodiversity,
globalization and sustainable development Chapters
authored by experts in the field Includes new
chapters on The politics of science, International
environmental regulation and treaties , Environmental
issues in a globalised world and Natural Resource
Management Expanded sections include negotiating
multilateral environmental agreements, GM crops,
biofuels and marine and freshwater resources

Challenging the Injustice of Poverty
This report on Argentina’s Assessment of
Development Results (ADR) focuses on the following
three thematic areas: fostering democratic
governance; achieving the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) and reducing poverty under a human
development perspective; and ensuring
environmental sustainability. Reflecting on the
characteristics of Argentina’s economic history, its
current juncture and prospects, the ADR examined
the past with a forward-looking perspective.
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Assessment of Development Results Argentina
Climate change is now recognised as one of the
greatest challenges facing the international
community and when coupled with energy production
and use - the most significant contributor to climate
change - and the related security problems the double
threat to international security and human
development is of the highest order. This wideranging book brings together leading thinkers from
academia, government and civil society to examine
and address the global insecurity and development
challenges arising from the twin thrust of climate
change and the energy supply crunch. Part one
considers energy. It analyses the challenges of
meeting future energy demands and the ongoing and
future security-related conflicts over energy.
Coverage includes security and development
concerns related to the oil and gas, nuclear, bio-fuels
and hydropower sectors, ensuring energy access for
all and addressing sustainable consumption and
production in both developed and rapidly
industrializing countries such as India, China, Brazil
and South Africa. Part two analyses how climate
change contributes to global insecurity and presents a
consolidated overview of the potential threats and
challenges it poses to international peace and
development. Coverage includes future water
scenarios including a focus on scarcity in the Middle
East, food security, biodiversity loss, land
degradation, the changing economics of climate
change, adaptation and the special case of small
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The
final part
lays out the potential
avenues and mechanisms available to the
international community to address and avert climate
and energy instability via the multilateral framework
under the United Nations. It also addresses
mechanisms for resource and knowledge transfer
from industrialized to developing countries to ensure
a low-carbon energy transition by focusing on the
rapid deployment of clean energy technologies and
ways to tackle income and employment insecurity
created by the transition away from traditional energy
sources. This book offers the most comprehensive
international assessment of the challenges and
solutions for tackling the global insecurity arising from
climate change and energy provision and use. It is
essential reading for students, researchers and
professionals across international relations, security,
climate change and the energy sectors.

The Crisis in Honduras
This book is a multidisciplinary approach to Africa's
international relations in an era of globalization and
the shifting of power from the West. It moves beyond
colonization, marginalization, imperialism to look at
the forces and dynamics that are reshaping Africa's
external relations today.

Global Environmental Issues
Food Movements Unite! Strategies to transform our
food systems The present corporate food regime
dominating the planet’s food systems is
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environmentally
destructive,
financially volatile and
socially unjust. Though the regime’s contributions to
the planet’s four-fold food-fuel-finance and climate
crises are well documented, the “solutions” advanced
by our national and global institutions reinforce the
same destructive technological path, the same global
market fundamentalism, and the same unregulated
consolidation of corporate power in the food system
that brought us the crisis in the first place. A dynamic
global food movement has risen up in the face of this
sustained corporate assault on our food systems.
Around the world, local food justice activists have
taken back pieces of the food system through local
gardening, organic farming, community-supported
agriculture, farmers markets, and locally-owned
processing and retail operations. Food sovereignty
advocates have organized locally and internationally
for land reform, the end of destructive free trade
agreements, and support for family farmers, women
and peasants. Protests against—and viable
alternatives to—the expansion of GMOs, agrofuels,
land grabs and the oligopolistic control of our food,
are growing everywhere every day, giving the
impression that food movements are literally
“breaking through the asphalt” of a reified corporate
food regime. The social and political convergence of
the “practitioners” and “advocates” in these food
movements is also well underway, as evidenced by
the growing trend in local-regional food policy
councils in the US, coalitions for food sovereignty
spreading across Latin America, Africa, Asia and
Europe, and the increasing attention to practicalpolitical solutions to the food crisis appearing in
academic literature and the popular media. The global
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food movement
springs from
strong commitments to
food justice, food democracy and food sovereignty on
the part of thousands of farmers unions, consumer
groups, faith-based, civil society and community
organizations across the urban-rural and north-south
divides of our food systems. This magnificent
“movement of movements” is widespread, highly
diverse, refreshingly creative—and politically
amorphous. Food Movements Unite! is a collection of
essays by food movement leaders from around the
world that all seek to answer the perennial political
question: What is to be done? The answers—from the
multiple perspectives of community food security
activists, peasants and family farm leaders, labor
activists, and leading food systems analysts—will lay
out convergent strategies for the fair, sustainable,
and democratic transformation of our food systems.
Authors will address the corporate food regime head
on, arguing persuasively not only for specific changes
to the way our food is produced, processed,
distributed and consumed, but specifying how these
changes may come about, politically.

Environmental Change, Adaptation and
Migration
The Arab Human Development Report aims at
building human development in the Arab world.
Gender inequality is generally recognized as one of
the main obstacles to development in the Arab
Region. This volume of the report focuses on the
history and contemporary dynamics of Arab women's
economic, political, and social empowerment. It
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Arab development while suggesting means of
overcoming some of the challenges and building more
equitable societies.

Peaceful Islamist Mobilization in the
Muslim World
This book investigates the ethical values that inform
the global carbon integrity system, and reflects on
alternative norms that could or should do so. The
global carbon integrity system comprises the
emerging international architecture being built to
respond to the climate change. This architecture can
be understood as an ‘integrity system’- an interrelated set of institutions, governance arrangements,
regulations and practices that work to ensure the
system performs its role faithfully and effectively. This
volume investigates the ways ethical values impact
on where and how the integrity system works, where
it fails, and how it can be improved. With a wide array
of perspectives across many disciplines, including
ethicists, philosophers, lawyers, governance experts
and political theorists, the chapters seek to explore
the positive values driving the global climate change
processes, to offer an understanding of the
motivations justifying the creation of the regime and
the way that social norms impact upon the operation
of the integrity system. The collection focuses on the
nexus between ideal ethics and real-world
implementation through institutions and laws. The
book will be of interest to policy makers, climate
change experts, carbon taxation regulators,
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Summary
This report on Argentina’s Assessment of
Development Results (ADR) focuses on the following
three thematic areas: fostering democratic
governance; achieving the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) and reducing poverty under a human
development perspective; and ensuring
environmental sustainability. Reflecting on the
characteristics of Argentina’s economic history, its
current juncture and prospects, the ADR examined
the past with a forward-looking perspective.

Human Development Report 2007/2008
This is an open access title available under the terms
of a CC BY-NC-ND 3.0 International licence. It is free
to read at Oxford Scholarship Online and offered as a
free PDF download from OUP and selected open
access locations. The World Trade Organization (WTO)
is often accused of, at best, not paying enough
attention to human rights or, at worst, facilitating and
perpetuating human rights abuses. This book weighs
these criticisms and examines their validity,
incorporating legal arguments as well as some
economic and political science perspectives. After
introducing the respective WTO and human rights
regimes, and discussing their legal and normative
relationship to each other, the book presents a
detailed analysis of the main human rights concerns
relating to the WTO. These include the alleged
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the Organization and the
impact of WTO rules on the right to health, labour
rights, the right to food, and on questions of poverty
and development. Given that some of the most
important issues within the WTO concern its impact
on poor people within developing States, the book
asks whether rich States have an obligation to the
people of poorer States to construct a fairer trading
system that better facilitates the alleviation of
poverty and development. Against this background,
the book examines the current Doha round proposals
as well as suggestions for reform of the WTO to make
it more 'human rights-friendly'.

The Routledge International Handbook of
Globalization Studies
In Peaceful Islamist Mobilization in the Muslim World:
What Went Right , Julie Chernov Hwang presents a
compelling and innovative new theory and framework
for examining the variation in Islamist mobilization
strategies in Muslim Asia and the Middle East.

Violent Societies
This updated Fifth Edition of Scott Sernau's acclaimed
text provides a sociological framework for analyzing
inequality within the United States in the context of
global stratification and a rapidly changing world
economy. With insightful analysis, the text provides
an accessible introduction to stratification systems
and the structural and personal realities of growing
class divides. Using examples drawn straight from
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SernauWorld
explores each dimension of
inequality as he analyzes the relationship between
changing global power and growing inequalities within
countries. Throughout, a focus on social action and
community engagement encourages students to
become involved, active learners in the classroom
and engaged citizens in their communities.

The Penguin State of the World Atlas
The world is on the brink of the greatest crisis it has
ever faced: a spiraling lack of fresh water.
Groundwater is drying up, even as water demands for
food production, for energy, and for manufacturing
are surging. Water is already emerging as a headline
geopolitical issue—and worsening water security will
soon have dire consequences in many parts of the
global economic system. Directed by UN Secretary
General Ban Ki-Moon at the 2008 Davos Annual
Meeting, the World Economic Forum assembled the
world’s foremost group of public, private, nongovernmental-organization and academic experts to
examine the water crisis issue from all perspectives.
The result of their work is this forecast—a stark, nontechnical overview of where we will be by 2025 if we
take a business-as-usual approach to (mis)managing
our water resources. The findings are shocking.
Perhaps equally stunning are the potential solutions
and the recommendations that the group presents. All
are included in this landmark publication. Water
Security contains compelling commentary from
leading decision-makers, past and present. The
commentary is supported by analysis from leading
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economy will be affected
if world leaders cannot agree on solutions. The book
suggests how business and politics need to manage
the energy-food-water-climate axis as leaders
negotiate the details of the climate regime that
replace Kyoto Protocols.

The State of the World Atlas
The Routledge International Handbook of
Globalization Studies offers students clear and
informed chapters on the history of globalization and
key theories that have considered the causes and
consequences of the globalization process. There are
substantive sections looking at demographic,
economic, technological, social and cultural changes
in globalization. The handbook examines many
negative aspects – new wars, slavery, illegal
migration, pollution and inequality – but concludes
with an examination of responses to these problems
through human rights organizations, international
labour law and the growth of cosmopolitanism. There
is a strong emphasis on interdisciplinary approaches
with essays covering sociology, demography,
economics, politics, anthropology and history. The
Handbook written in a clear and direct style will
appeal to a wide audience. The extensive references
and sources will direct students to areas of further
study.

Blame it on the WTO?
In a world where armed conflict, repression, and
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frequent, human rights and
peace-building present key concepts and agendas for
the global and local struggle for peace and
development. But are these agendas congruent? Do
they support each other? Many organizations, states,
and individuals have experienced how priorities of
one agenda create friction with the other. For
instance, are justice and reconciliation incompatible
goals? If not, do they lead to counteracting initiatives?
How can local and international actors develop
support to societies that search a way out of violence
and repression without violating universal moral
standards, in an imperfect and resource-scarce
situation? This study departs from the view that both
human rights and peace-building are agendas with
specific and unique contributions. In order to deal
with overlapping claims that the two agendas
sometimes formulate, in both conflict and postconflict situations, this study suggests specific
approaches in order to create synergy effects of
agenda cooperation.

Assessment of Development Results
Global Warming and the Risen Lord
This book examines key emergent trends related to
aspects of power, sovereignty, conflict, peace,
development, and changing social dynamics in the
African context. It challenges conventional IR
precepts of authority, politics and society, which have
proven to be so inadequate in explaining African
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significance of many of the uncharted dimensions of
Africa's international relations, such as the
respatialisation of African societies through migration,
and the impacts this process has had on state power;
the various ways in which both formal and informal
authority and economies are practised; and the
dynamics and impacts of new transnational social
movements on African politics. Finally, attention is
paid to Africa's place in a shifting global order, and
the implications for African international relations of
the emergence of new world powers and/or alliances.
This edition includes a new preface by the editors,
which brings the findings of the book up-to-date, and
analyses the changes that are likely to impact upon
global governance and human development in policy
and practice in Africa and the wider world post-2015.

Social Inequality in a Global Age
This book investigates the relationships between
political violence, social violence and economic
violence using examples from South Africa, Northern
Ireland, Lebanon and Syria. It examines the cultural
impact of war and argues that a culture of violence
can explain the high levels of violence which are
frequently found in post-war societies.

Global Basic Rights
An assessment of the capacity of the EU to coordinate
actors and policies with regards to global
development. The authors argue that the EU and its
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potential to act for global
development when they are able to improve policy
and actor coherence, such as through better linking of
bilateral and community programmes.

Arab Human Development Report 2009
This book explores the role of the welfare state in the
overall wealth and wellbeing of nations and in
particular looks at the American welfare state in
comparison with other developed nations in Europe
and elsewhere. It is widely believed that the welfare
state undermines productivity and economic growth,
that the United States has an unusually small welfare
state, and that it is, and always has been, a welfare
state laggard. This book shows that all rich nations,
including the United States, have large welfare states
because the socialized programs that comprise the
welfare state-public education and health and social
insurance—enhance the productivity of capitalism. In
public education, the most productive part of the
welfare state, for most of the 19th and 20th centuries,
the United States was a leader. Though few would
argue that public education is not part of the welfare
state, most previous cross national analyses of
welfare states have omitted education. Including
education has profound consequences, undergirding
the case for the productivity of welfare state
programs and the explanation for why all rich nations
have large welfare states, and identifying US welfare
state leadership. From 1968 through 2006, the United
States swung right politically and lost its lead in
education and opportunity, failed to adopt universal
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explosion of health care costs and economic
inequality in the rich world. The American welfare
state faces large challenges. Restoring its historical
lead in education is the most important but requires
investing large sums in education, beginning with
universal pre-school and in complementary programs
that aid children's development. The American health
insurance system is by far the most costly in the rich
world, yet fails to insure one sixth of its population,
produces below average results, crowds out useful
investments in children, and is the least equitably
financed. Achieving universal coverage will increase
costs. Only complete government financing is likely to
restrain long term costs. In memory of Robert J.
Lampman Colleague, Co-author, Friend and Mentor

The European Union and Global
Development
Aimed at undergraduates and post-graduates in the
social sciences, as well as development practitioners,
this textbook provides an introduction to the human
development and capability approach; it also clarifies
key concepts and fosters debate on a number of
critical issues. The book offers new perspectives on a
wide range of topics, which include the
conceptualisation and measurement of well-being and
inequality; the role of markets and economic growth
in promoting development; the importance of
democracy and public debate; culture and religion;
health; equality and justice; and the connections
between social and economic policy in addressing
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studies from across the
world are used to illustrate concepts and highlight the
relevance of the approach in addressing
contemporary development challenges. A set of
questions accompanies each chapter for seminar
discussion to help readers assimilate central points
and apply the approach to diverse realities. This book
provides a comprehensive introduction to the human
development and capability approach for students
and practitioners world-wide.

Food Movements Unite!
The contributors present empirical and theoretical
insights on current debates on environmental change,
adaptation and migration. While focusing on countries
subject to environmental degradation, it calls for a
regional perspective that recognises local actors and
a systematic link between development studies and
migration research.

Africa and International Relations in the
21st Century
Over 50 full-colour world maps and graphics break
down hardcore statistics to provide a compelling
analysis of all the political, social, economic and
ecological nightmares that keep us awake at night.
The world's car population has grown five times as
fast as the human population over the last 50 years.
Wal-Mart's sales revenue exceeds the GDP of 150
countries. Climate change may put 2.7 billion at risk
of armed conflict. Germany generates more tourists
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water than people in Rwanda. If you want to get
behind the headlines and understand the world - from
urbanization to globalization, terrorism to tourism,
military spending to human rights - The State of the
World Atlas is unmatched.

Radical Human Ecology
Human ecology - the study and practice of
relationships between the natural and the social
environment - has gained prominence as scholars
seek more effectively to engage with pressing global
concerns. In the past seventy years most human
ecology has skirted the fringes of geography,
sociology and biology. This volume pioneers radical
new directions. In particular, it explores the power of
indigenous and traditional peoples' epistemologies
both to critique and to complement insights from
modernity and postmodernity.

China and Post-Socialist Development
Studies of the global political economy have rarely
engaged with development in the Caribbean, the
thought of its indigenous intellectuals, or the nonsovereign territories of the region. Matthew Bishop
compares the development of the independent
English-speaking islands of St Lucia and St Vincent
and their non-sovereign French neighbours,
Martinique and Guadeloupe. By explaining how
distinctive patterns of British and French colonialism
and decolonisation came to bear on them, he
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development have subsequently ensued, often with
startling consequences in this era of globalization and
crisis. By engaging with the empirical reality of the
Caribbean, his study sheds light on a range of wider
debates relating to development, indigenous thought,
post-colonial sovereignty, small states, and the
contemporary evolution of the global political
economy.

Human Development Report 2007/2008
This year's Human Development Report explains why
we have less than a decade to change course and
start living within our global carbon budget, and how
climate change will create long-run low human
development traps, pushing vulnerable people into a
downward spiral of deprivation.

Human Development
Understanding Sustainable Development
Contributed articles.

Water Security
This new and expanded edition builds upon the first
edition’s powerful multi-perspective approach and
breath of coverage. A truly comprehensive
introduction to sustainable development, it is
designed specifically to allow access to the topic from
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backgrounds and to develop understanding of a
diversity of approaches and traditions at different
levels. This second edition includes: a complete
update of the text, with increased coverage of major
topics including ecosystems; production and
consumption; business; urban sustainability;
governance; new media technologies; conservation;
leadership; globalization and global crises;
sustainability literacy and learning; more examples
from the Global South and North America, while
retaining its unique coverage of first world countries;
chapter aims at the start and summaries at the end of
each chapter; glossary of key terms; a new chapter
on Conservation with a focus on behaviour change
and values; a brand new website which includes
discussion of how projects are done on the ground,
additional exercises and online cases, test questions
and recommended readings and films. Offering boxed
examples from the local to the global, Understanding
Sustainable Development is the most complete guide
to the subject for course leaders, undergraduates and
postgraduates.

World Regional and Cultural Footprints
and Environmental Sustainability
For every chapter, the Study Guide will include a
"Preview" and "At A Glance" sections (both provide an
overview of and objectives for the chapter). Each
major topic includes a progress test, comprised of
multiple-choice, matching, and/or true/false
questions. The Guide also contains "Graphic
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graphs, charts, and flow diagrams that ultimately
provide a visual synopsis of text material. End-ofchapter material includes "Something To Think About"
sections, which contain thought provoking questions
designed to encourage critical thinking and
application of the material.

Climate Change and Energy Insecurity
Politically, as well as philosophically, concerns with
human rights have permeated many of the most
important debates on social justice worldwide for fully
a half-century. Henry Shue's 1980 book on Basic
Rights proved to be a pioneering contribution to those
debates, and one that continues to elicit both critical
and constructive comment. Global Basic Rights brings
together many of the most influential contemporary
writers in political philosophy and international
relations - Charles Beitz, Robert Goodin, Christian
Reus-Smit, Andrew Hurrell, Judith Lichtenberg,
Elizabeth Ashford, Thomas Pogge, Neta Crawford,
Richard Miller, David Luban, Jeremy Waldron and
Simon Caney- to explore some of the most
challenging theoretical and practical questions that
Shue's work provokes. These range from the question
of the responsibilities of the global rich to redress
severe poverty to the permissibility of using torture to
gain information to fight international terrorism. The
contributors explore the continuing value of the idea
of "basic rights" in understanding moral challenges as
diverse as child labor and global climate change.
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New Security Threats and Crises in Africa
The Arab Human Development Report
Global Warming and the Risen LORD moves beyond
the old debates about climate change to a new
conversation focusing on the tremendous
opportunities there are and the biblical and spiritual
resources we have been given to meet this threat.
Filled with inspirational stories and sobering scientific
research, Rev. Ball shows us that global warming is
one of the major challenges of our time, but one that
can be overcome by following the Risen LORD.

An Unlikely Dilemma
“An Introduction to Changing India” provides a
comprehensive view of the rapid changes occurring in
India, particularly in the fields of culture, politics,
economics and technology, population, environmental
issues and gender. Having carried out anthropological
research on kinship, gender issues, politics, class and
caste, population issues and the appropriation of
information technology in India since the 1990s, the
authors draw from their own fieldwork and extensive
reading of research reports in order to provide a
comprehensive picture of Indian life.
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